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                                 by Laura Ann Tull 

          A young African American woman, Amanda Jones, 25, is waiting in a 

          Casting Office.  A man, Paublo Richey, sitting behind a desk in 

          the next room, calls her in.  Amanda is given a script and told to 

          read one line. "Get Doctor Stanford. Fast."  The part is small, 

          but she is excited.  She needs tape.  She thanks Richey and then 

          pulls out a post card to give to him for her showcase.  All seemed 

          perfectly fine until that moment, when he frowned at her and said 

          he would call her if needed.   

           Outside her friend Veronica Hope, 26,  is waiting.  A vibrant 

          brunette with a nice smile but a very New York edge.  They talk 

          about how Amanda should not have talked so much to the agent and 

          how it should have been in and out= quick.  Veronica tells Amanda 

          she's told this to her before, but Amanda points out that this is 

          the first time.  Veronica stresses that now Amanda knows.    

           Amanda and Veronica are in acting classes together.  Their 

          teacher, Derek Winters, 40s, is a tyrant.  Paul Sanders, 24, 

          nicknamed Bunyan for his height, and Amanda have Winters bashing 

          sessions over drinks at the bar where Veronica works.  In the 

          class is one Blade Conner, 28, who is attracted to Amanda, but he 

          has a girl who can set him up in the industry, information he 

          keeps close to the chest.  Paul has it bad for Amanda, but she is 

          clueless.  Veronica likes Paul, and thinks he would be good for 

          Amanda, and can see that Blade is not right for her.  At the end 



          of the class Blade flirts with Amanda, but suddenly gets a text 

          and makes excuses and takes off.  Veronica convinces Paul and 

          Amanda to go to where she works for drinks and to play pool and 

          hang out.  Amanda reluctantly agrees.  Paul makes a fool of 

          himself to tries to get Amanda to smile.  Veronica sees his real 

          motives, but Amanda just sees a good friend. 

           One morning Amanda wakes up in pain.  Her left breast is 

          inflamed and hurting and soar. This is not the first time.  It 

          seems to happen every month, and has been happening for about two.  

          She tells Veronica.  Veronica insists she needs to go to a clinic.  

          Amanda goes to the clinic on her own.  The doctor says she has an 

          infection, and needs a mammogram.  She is given antibiotics in 

          case it is an infection.  The doctor takes her into an office and 

          tells her she has Carcinoma.  Amanda is clueless and asks for an 

          explanation.  The results are breast cancer.  An area about 6 

          centimeters in her right breast is filled with calcium deposits 

          and what looks to be pre cancer.  They want to examine her left 

          breast and give her a biopsy, just to be on the safe side.  In the 

          end her only solution is a mastectomy. 

           Amanda is at a loss.  She has insurance, but still.  She is 

          sent to three different doctors.  She reads everything she can 

          about what she needs.  The first doctor comes off as flaky.  A 

          pretty Asian woman who acts like Amanda knows nothing.  She wants 

          to convince her to get big Paula Anderson boobs and that she is 

          the one who can make her look like a goddess.  She sends her for 



          an MRI of her other boob, which turns out with what she is told is 

          questionable results.   

           Blade and Paul in class does a scene about boobs, and he 

          comments afterwards how he would never want his woman to have fake 

          ones.  Paul agrees but then comments that some women though do 

          need them.  Blake tells him that he is a boob man.  Blade walks 

          out after Amanda catching up to her as she leaves.  Blade's friend 

          is working on a script and he tells Amanda that he thinks his 

          character should fall in love with a girl like her.  Amanda 

          decides not to tell him about her condition and pulls away, though 

          it is obvious she has the hots for him.  Paul hears the 

          conversation from a distance and he is not so happy about it.  

           Amanda goes to a second doctor, a plastic surgeon,  tells her 

          she is looking at the whole picture wrong and needs to get on the 

          table as soon as possible and just get the cancer taken out.  This 

          is a plastic surgeon who demonstrates how he will cut her, but she 

          knows that there is another option already and does not like what 

          she hears.   

           Over drinks one night she spills to Paul about her condition.  

          Paul is sympathetic, but makes some really bad choices in 

          describing boobs.  Amanda gets really mad at him.  Paul is 

          clueless, and even Veronica thinks Paul has been a dork beyond 

          measure. Rocky, Paul's roommate comes in to tell him his dad 

          called and needs to talk to him now.  Paul uses his cell for 

          auditoin purposes only, and so his dad does  not call him 24.7 To 



          make sure he is not doing drugs or whoring as he calls it.  Rocky 

          takes pleasure always in pulling Paul away from Amanda.   

            

           Amanda ends up after a rather emotional bout in a private 

          session after class bursting out to her teacher that she has 

          cancer. Derek Winters, true to form, tells her that she should 

          expect no sympathy from him.  Actors must live in the Moment, each 

          second counts.  He tells her no matter how much pain she may be 

          in, she should still be able to focus on her craft.  Derek then 

          goes over a list of actors who near sickness or pain gave their 

          best performances.  "Use it."  Derek then reaches into his wallet 

          and hands Amanda a card to a local counselling center for cancer 

          survivors, the "Wellness One."  He tells her so he does not have 

          to hear her gripping about it or harping on it or crying over it 

          any more.  His voice though is softer than his usual tirade and 

          for once we think this man might actually have a heart.  

           Amanda starts counselling sessions at the local center.  Her 

          support group consists of Claire (an 18 year old survivor who has 

          lost her hair to the chemo that is saving her), Teresa (who had a 

          lump removed and is trying to decide if she needs further 

          treatment or not) and Amana, a red head in her thirties Breast 

          Cancer survivor.  The social worker director is Helena and is a 

          sweet older woman who insists that they follow a code of conduct 

          of excessive positive conversation, without any discussion of the 

          facts of the situation.  Amanda is woken up to the fact that she 



          needs to think of herself and that this can be beaten.  Amana 

          breaks the rules and  gives her the harsh truths about what she 

          may have to go through.    Amana tells her this is exactly what 

          happened to her and shows her how she will look.  In her 

          counseling sessions, we learn what the other possibilities are. 

          Hormones and chemo and the results.  These woman play a part 

          through put the story.  They become her shoulder to cry on at 

          times.  They have a night out to celebrate the all clear for 

          Teresa, though she is a little too happy about her new boob job.  

          She used to be very flat.  There is some conflict over that with 

          Claire who is dealing with getting sick again and her illness 

          falls short.  Amanda is human though and misses this.  Claire's 

          disease has spread to her ovaries, and because of the nature of 

          the cancer, her life is ticking away.  Claire is the most positive 

          of the group and every week calls Amanda and leaves her a voice 

          mail of good wishes. 

           Finally she goes to a third doctor, who is just right.  She is 

          paired up with a plastic surgeon who knows about skin saving 

          techniques.  They promise her that not only will she get rid of 

          the disease, but she will look the same when it is all done.  Paul 

          is supposed to take her to the hospital for her mastectomy, but 

          does not get the message, because his roommate Rocky forgets to 

          tell him and out of jealousy never gives the message to Paul about 

          going for the ride.  Veronica ends up skipping work to take her.  

          Paul shows up at the hospital to find he is not allowed in to see 



          Amanda. 

            Amanda has her mastectomy, and is only out for a week from 

          work and class.  She is young so the procedure is not as bad you 

          would think.   The disease had not spread to her lymphnodes and 

          she was lucky.  Amanda gets an audition at a studio lot, and ends 

          up setting off the alarms.  She just tells security that she had 

          surgery, and the poor woman guard waves her in quickly and looks 

          at her like she just swallowed a lemon.   

          She needs to go to the doctor every other week to get injections 

          for her expansion of her chest and to give her new breasts.   

          Blade and Amanda hang out and start to get close as friends.  

          Blade likes her, but does not take any steps to close the deal.  

          He keeps hinting he wants more, but all is just a tease.  Blade 

          still does not know about Amanda's condition, though he comments 

          about how Amanda is not wearing her sexy these days.  Paul and her 

          are still on the outs, and Rocky is enjoying every minute of it.    

          Paul has crashed his car and Rocky is giving him rides from class.  

          Amanda decides to show for a class she was going to skip when she 

          realizes she needs to talk to a scene partner for class. Amanda 

          catches Blade making out with his girlfriend in her car outside 

          the studio, Karen Schwartz, a Daddy's girl Princess whose Father 

          is an executives at one of the networks.  Amanda is crushed.   

          Veronica overhears Rocky talk about how she thinks Amanda is a 

          little princess and how she thinks Paul is too good for her and 

          that she would be willing to take any steps to crush her.  



          Veronica pretends to agree and sets it up so Amanda finds out the 

          truth about why Paul was not there.   

          The girls from the group are gathering for a night out to 

          celebrate Amanda's survival and new boobs when they get a call 

          saying Claire is in the hospital and so they move the party to 

          her.  Pink wigs and pink balloons and Paul trying to be sweet and 

          funny shows up with cupcakes shaped like breasts.  The group 

          actually takes this in stride when Claire grabs one and actually 

          licks the top of it.  "We women don't need them to be women," 

          Claire declares.   

           A year goes by, and Amanda is done with everything and out 

          auditioning.  She just got a national commercial and is realizing 

          that she is getting what she wanted all along.  She runs into 

          Blade, who is actually now on a show with a recurring guest spot 

          thanks to his new wife.  At the same time, she runs his life.  

          Blade wants to get together with Amanda some time, but she says 

          her schedule is full.  Amanda realizes she has her best friend in 

          her life all along.  Who needs a stereotypical celebrity, when the 

          real thing was right in front of her all along.  At that moment 

          Amanda gets a call from her agent.  She just got cast to go to 

          Canada for a film.      

             

                

           

 


